data-analysis technique called quantum annealing for machine learning (QAML) that has the advantages of both of the conventional approaches. Rather than relying on humans to test all possible combinations of variables, the optimization problem is converted into a form that a quantum computer can understand. The computer, or a classical simulation thereof, is then tasked with finding the optimal classifier. The final classifier has a physically intuitive meaning and takes linear correlations between variables into account.
In the context of Higgs-boson identification, the authors demonstrate that QAML needs a relatively small data set to obtain a maximally sensitive data analysis. By contrast, they find that conventional machine-learning techniques 5, 6 that require a large amount of data provide only minimal gains in sensitivity.
In principle, the advantages of QAML should be transferable to other data-analysis problems. However, Mott and colleagues' sensitivity comparison was evaluated in the case of an event that is relatively easy to identify: the decay of a Higgs boson into a pair of photons. Additional studies are needed to conclude whether or not the sensitivity of QAML data analyses are competitive with conventional approaches 5, 6 when studying more-complicated physical processes.
Although it can be beneficial to determine an optimal classifier using only a small data set, many analyses in particle physics require large data sets for other reasons, such as reducing uncertainties. Therefore, if machine-learning techniques outperform QAML, particle physicists will tend to use machine learning to maximize analysis sensitivity, irrespective of the requirement for a large data set.
Instead, QAML is likely to be most useful in situations for which machine learning is either not possible or not particularly beneficial. By providing a moderate gain in analysis sensitivity, with minimal work required, and retaining physical intuition about each variable in the analysis, QAML could benefit many particlephysics studies. However, the approach will probably be even more valuable outside particle physics, in fields for which data sets are often smaller and the benefits are therefore larger.
Mott et al. find no evidence that QAML implemented on a quantum computer is in any way superior to simulating the same process on an ordinary computer. In fact, the authors show that their quantum computer performed slightly worse than the simulation because of limitations in its hardware. Furthermore, the relatively small size of Mott and colleagues' quantum computer meant that the authors needed to use Boolean weights when optimizing classifiers -each variable was either used or not, and the variables that were used were given equal weight in the analysis. As noted by the authors, the sensitivity of QAML could be improved by using a more powerful quantum computer that allows variables to have
enescence is a state of usually irreversible cell-cycle arrest. It is often considered to be a protective response to cellular insults, such as high levels of DNA damage or stress associated with the expression of cancerpromoting genes 1 . Senescent cells also exhibit a pro-inflammatory response known as the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) 1, 2 . However, the signals that trigger the SASP have remained elusive. Some light is now shed on this mystery in papers in Nature by Dou et al. 3 (page 402), in Nature Cell Biology by Glück et al. 4 and in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences by Yang and colleagues 5 . Cellular senescence occurs in normal development, as well as in several pathological contexts, including cancer and some diseases associated with old age. During development, senescent cells can harness the SASP to promote the secretion of signalling molecules called cytokines. The cytokines recruit immune cells, which can remodel tissue through cell clearance 6, 7 . Senescence is also beneficial if cells express cancer-promoting genes or have high levels of DNA damage, because the combination of cell-cycle arrest and SASP-mediated inflammation, which can help to recruit tumour-targeting immune cells, provides a double barrier against tumour formation. However, senescence can also have harmful effects, for example, when SASP-associated factors promote the ability of cancer cells to invade other locations in the body 1 .
The current papers show that the enzyme cGAS is a key player in the establishment and maintenance of the SASP (Fig. 1) . This protein acts a 'first responder' in the DNA-sensing branch of the innate immune system 8 . Unlike an adaptive immune response, which is tailored to a specific pathogen, innate immunity recognizes infection by identifying general changes that are characteristic of pathogen infection, such as DNA being present in the wrong place in the cell -the cytoplasm. If cGAS binds to cytoplasmic DNA, the enzyme catalyses production of the molecule cGAMP and triggers a signalling cascade that launches a pro-inflammatory response 8 . That cGAS is required for a SASP therefore suggests that cytoplasmic DNA is one key trigger for SASP initiation.
Disruption of the outer layer of the nucleus (nuclear envelope) through a degradation process known as autophagy is a feature of senescence. This process enables genomic DNA and its associated histone proteins, together known as chromatin, to escape from the nucleus into the cytoplasm 9 . Dou et al. 
